: Distributions of observed FACT-B scores at baseline in T-DM1 arm. Label color corresponds to the item's subscale: blue for physical, green for social/family, purple for emotional, orange for functional and red for breast-cancer. Scores for reverse items have been reverse-scaled (i.e. higher score indicate better outcome) Figure S2 : Item characteristic curves obtained from the final longitudinal item-response theory model. For each FACT-B item, the probability of each score is plotted against the latent well-being variable W. Panels' color correspond to the item subscale: blue for physical, green for social/family, purple for emotional and orange for functional. Scores for reverse items have been reverse-scaled (i.e. higher score indicate better outcome). * Items originally belonging to the breast-cancer subscale. Figure S3 : Diagnostic plots comparing the IRT model fit (red line) to the fit of generalized additive model (GAM) with cross-validated cubic spline as a smoothing function (blue line with 95% confidence interval in grey). Item numbers are as described in Table S1 . Table S1 . Table S1 . Table S1 . Figure S3 (continued): Diagnostic plots comparing the IRT model fit (red line) to the fit of generalized additive model (GAM) with cross-validated cubic spline as a smoothing function (blue line with 95% confidence interval in grey). Item numbers are as described in Table S1 . . Scores for reverse items have been reverse-scaled (i.e. higher score indicate better outcome). . Scores for reverse items have been reverse-scaled (i.e. higher score indicate better outcome).
